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COVER ILLUSTRATION
Female trochanteriid spider (family
Trochanteriidae): Tinytrema yarra Platnick,
2002 from Williams Nature Reserve, near
Williams, Western Australia. These small,
delicate spiders usually occur under bark.
Image by Mark Harvey (WA Museum).
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EDITORIAL…
Well, it’s been a very long time between
drinks…but welcome (finally) to Issue 86 of
Australasian Arachnology. I’d like to begin this
editorial by first apologising for the severe
hiatus in the circulation of this newsletter, due
largely to my own circumstances over the last
two years. Needless to say that no matter what
the publication frequency of this newsletter
(usually twice per annum, but sometimes less),
members will continue to receive the number of
newsletters they have paid for, as the society
works on a ‘pay-per-issue’ rather than an annual
subscription basis.
In the last newsletter we paid tribute to the late
Valerie Davies and Doug Wallace – both key
figures of Australasian arachnology – and in
this edition we also remember Graham Wishart,
a mygalomorph taxonomist and collector from
the Illawarra region of New South Wales. I only
met Graham once during a visit to the
Australian Museum in Sydney, but his characteristic warmth, enthusiasm and charm left a
lasting impression. I routinely consult his
excellent taxonomic works on the idiopid
spiders of eastern New South Wales, and
Robert Raven has kindly contributed a fitting
obituary to Graham and his scientific work.
Much has happened in the world of Australasian arachnology recently, and there is much
to look forward to. Firstly, Volker Framenau,
Barbara Baehr and Paul Zborowski have published their authoritative and richly-illustrated A
Guide to the Spiders of Australia (New Holland
Publishers, 2014), and Mark Harvey has written
a thoughtful book review in this edition of the
newsletter. Likewise, Cor Vink and Bryce McQuillan have just published their Photographic
Guide to Spiders of New Zealand (New Holland
Publishers, 2015), following in the footsteps of
the late (great) Lyn and Ray Forster. Numerous
fascinating research articles have been published on Australasian arachnids since 2013,
and a selection of these can be perused in the

Recent Publications list. I am aware of some
superb research projects currently underway, in
both Australia and New Zealand, and it will be
nice to see these projects come to fruition over
the next few years. Indeed, the combined
Society of Australian Systematic Biologists
(SASB) and Invertebrate Biodiversity and
Conservation Conference (IBCC) will be held
in Fremantle, Western Australia in December
this year, and promises to showcase some of the
best arachnological and systematic research
from around the region. And for those with
deeper pockets, the 20th International Congress
of Arachnology will be held in Golden,
Colorado (USA) in July 2016.
In this issue Malcolm Tattersall introduces us to
the wonderful world of silver orb-weaving spiders (genus Leucauge), familiar to so many of us
who live (or have lived) in the tropics and subtropics. Robert Raven also explores the
etymology of the term ‘tarantula’, and Rob
Whyte and Volker Framenau discuss the challenges of moulting in spiders, and some of its
morphological consequences. Thank you to
everyone who has submitted articles for inclusion in this long-delayed Issue 86.
I wish all members the very best for the rest of
2015, and please consider sending me articles
for inclusion in future editions (the newsletter
benefits directly from your contributions).
Cheers,

Mike

Scorpion, Isometroides sp.
(Buthidae) from the Pilbara, Western Australia.
Image by Mark Harvey.
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATES
New Members:
Tessa Barrat
Thornleigh, New South Wales 2120
Dominic Casanova
The Rock, New South Wales 2655

Renan Castro Santana
South Brisbane, Queensland 4101
Vikki Smith
Christchurch, New Zealand 7647
Mark Wong
Canberra, A.C.T. 2601

___________________________
General Announcements

Jess Clayton
Adelaide, South Australia 5001

The Spiders of New Zealand for sale
Bernard Crow
Innisfail, Queensland 4860
Loxley Fedec
Porongurup, Western Australia 6324
Jarrod Gagliardi
Rye, Victoria 3941
Neil Hardie
Northbridge, New South Wales 1560
Jesse Hibbs
Burwood East, Victoria 3151
Stanislav Korenko
Prague, Czech Republic 165 21
Allan Lance
Bordertown, South Australia 5267
Ruth Lipscomb
Innisfail, Queensland 4860
David Marshall
Crawley, Western Australia 6009
Leanda Mason
Mount Claremont, Western Australia 6010
Chris Norwood
Rivervale, Western Australia 6103
James O’Shea
Bardon, Queensland 4065
Buck Richardson
Kuranda, Queensland 4881

Nigel Cotsell has five parts (i.e. I-V; not VI) of
The Spiders of New Zealand by R. R. Forster
and C. L. Wilton for sale. Please contact Nigel
at nigelcotsell@gmail.com if you are interested
in purchasing this classic tome.
___________________________
What happened to my face and palps?
by Robert Whyte1 & Volker W. Framenau2
1

The Gap, Queensland 4061, Australia

2

Phoenix Environmental Sciences, 1/511
Wanneroo Rd, Balcatta, Western Australia 6021

When you shed your skin several times over
your lifetime as a male spider, finally emerging
as an adult with fully-formed pedipalps, there
are a lot of opportunities for things to go
wrong.
This series of photos (Fig. 1) shows a male orbweaving spider in the family Araneidae. It belongs to a group of Australian orb-weavers with
affinities to Eriophora, such as Novakiella, Backobourkia and Plebs. The best known Australian Eriophora species are the Garden Orbweavers E. biapicata (found throughout Australia) and E. transmarina (usually found along
the tropical northern and eastern coast south to
Sydney). However, it is now recognised that
true Eriophora, a genus originally described
from the Americas, does not occur in Australia
(V. W. Framenau, unpubl. data).
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catching prey and feeding, although food intake
in males is often reduced in favour of chasing a
female mate.
Problems with moults are not uncommon and
possibly account for a high percentage of the
mortality in juvenile spiders, but they are rarely
this extreme. Some fail to have enough energy
to harden the integument into nicely formed
limbs, resulting in deformities resembling the
‘twisted balloon animals’ you might have seen
being made at children’s parties. One such case
is the Deinopis subrufa (Ogre-faced Netcasting
Spider) pictured below (Fig. 2), whose legs
didn’t firm up and whose pedipalps were
severely malformed.

Figure 1. Male ‘Eriophora’ sp. (Araneidae)
from Mallacoota, Victoria, with deformed
mouthparts and pedipalps.
Images by Iain R. Macaulay, used with permission.

The spider when photographed seemed to be
moving about happily enough, but something
seemed to be wrong with its face and pedipalps.
They were bizarrely shrunken and deformed.
Apparently something had interrupted or retarded their proper development. The pedipalps were greatly reduced in size and complexity
compared to those of a fully-developed male.
The jaws and fangs didn’t look nearly big
enough to perform their normal duties of

Figure 2. Male Deinopis subrufa (Deinopidae)
from Carnarvon Station, Queensland, with
severely deformed pedipalps. Note the
uncoiled emboli and left leg I.
Image by Rob Whyte.

Others problems involve spiders who can’t
properly shed their previous skin and get
trapped in the remains, unable to move. They
make easy prey for wandering predators.
___________________________
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Book Review
by Mark Harvey
Western Australian Museum, 49 Kew Street,
Welshpool, Western Australia 6106, Australia

A Guide to the Spiders of Australia
by Volker W. Framenau, Barbara C. Baehr
and Paul Zborowski
New Holland Publishers. ISBN 9781921517242. Published 2014. Paperback, 448 pp.,
$46.00 AUD.

There have been many books printed on
Australian spiders over the years, including
classics written by Keith C. McKeown,
(Australian Spiders, 1952), John Child (Australian Spiders, 1968), Densey Clyne (A Guide
to Australian Spiders, 1970), Ramon Mascord
(e.g. Australian Spiders in Colour, 1970), Barbara Main (Spiders, 1976), and Bert Brunet (The
Silken Web: A Natural History of Australian
Spiders, 1994), to name but a few. A new book
published in late 2014, A Guide to the Spiders
of Australia, by Volker Framenau, Barbara
Baehr and Paul Zborowski, has now joined this
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august group and provides a very welcome, upto-date synopsis of the Australian spider fauna.
This soft-back volume has a sturdy plastic cover
and is divided into four parts. The introductory
chapter (Part 1, p. 8) discusses the relative
importance of spiders in ecosystems, their
systematic position within the class Arachnida,
their morphology, silk, reproduction and
growth, maternal care, venom and evolution.
It’s a shame that the section on reproduction
does not include any images of spiders mating,
which is a remarkable event to witness.
Part 2 (p. 51) is devoted to the mygalomorph or
Trapdoor Spiders. The authors note that the
term ‘trapdoor spider’ is somewhat inappropriate as many members of this group do not
build burrows with trapdoor lids. However, an
alternative name does not exist, so Trapdoor
Spiders it is. The third part (p. 95) treats the
araneomorph or so-called Modern Spiders. In
both of these parts, each family known from
Australia is given its own section which
includes a list of diagnostic features, and an
estimate of their species and genus-level
diversity in Australia and the world. A general
narrative of each family includes interesting
snippets of information including their habits,
distribution, and subfamily classification. Many
genera and some species are mentioned,
providing helpful information to the reader.
Images are provided for each family, including
habitus photographs of living specimens, and
where these were not available, images of
preserved specimens or line drawings. The
order of the families within each part is not
intuitive, but seems to follow a phylogenetic
system with ‘primitive spiders’ listed first,
followed by more ‘advanced spiders’ next.
Part 4 provides a list of references that
interested readers may consult, which are listed
by family, but I found the three-column layout
difficult to read and perhaps two-columns
would have been easier to interpret. The book
concludes with a glossary explaining the technical terms used.
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The book includes the most up-to-date
treatments of Australian spiders, including
taxonomic revisions that were published in
2015. Indeed, the use of generic and specific
names in the Corinnidae that were not validly
published at the time of publication of the book
should have been avoided, in case an
inadvertent nomenclatural error was made.
Thankfully, the authors were aware of the ICZN
rules and did not unintentionally make the
names available. It’s always churlish to
highlight minor errors in book reviews, but a
few caught my eye, including Junction OrbWeavers (p. 49) instead of Junction-Web
Weavers, and the incorrect use of Sternodinae
instead of Sternoidinae (p. 210). However, the
book is tightly written and free of obvious
errors.
This book is a wonderful addition to any
biologist’s library, and contains a wealth of
information on the Australian spider fauna. The
photographs are excellent, and the text is
authoritative and clearly demonstrates the
authors’ intimate knowledge of our eight-legged
friends.
___________________________
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(Bradley, 1876). However, my efforts to
identify the species I found in my own
Townsville garden and elsewhere in North
Queensland led me to believe I had three
species, although determining which species
belonged to which name (if any) has proved
difficult.
Advice to the effect that the genus (like so
many others) was “in need of revision” encouraged me to persist in my attempts to identify
my spiders. I present the results here in the hope
that my work will be useful when someone with
greater expertise and more time undertakes a
formal revision of the genus. For convenience, I
will base this discussion on my own informal
common names.
(1) Silver Orb-weaver
This is the most common of the Leucauge
species, in Townsville at least. Length is
typically 8-10 mm for females and 5-6 mm for
males, although, as Figure 2 below shows, leg
spans are almost identical.

Leucauge in North Queensland
Images and text by Malcolm Tattersall
Mundingburra, Queensland 4812
Email: mtattersall@iinet.net.au

Leucauge are beautiful tetragnathid orb-weaving spiders which make slanting webs, typically
15-45 degrees from the horizontal at around
knee height, in low vegetation. They hang
beneath the middle of the web unless disturbed,
in which case they retreat along one of its
support lines to hide under a leaf, or simply
drop to the ground.
Framenau (2012) listed four species of Leucauge for Australia: L. dromedaria (Thorell,
1881), L. granulata (Walckenaer, 1842), L.
insularis (Keyserling, 1865) and L. striatipes

Figure 1. Female Silver Orb-weaver from
Mundingburra, Queensland.
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Figure 2. Male (left) and female (right) Silver Orbweavers from Mundingburra, Queensland.
Figure 5. Juvenile Silver Orb-weaver (~2 mm)
from Mundingburra, Queensland.

Figure 3. Male Silver Orb-weaver from
Mundingburra, Queensland.

Figure 4. Male Silver Orb-weaver from
Mundingburra, Queensland.

My Silver Orb-weaver is likely to be either L.
dromedaria or L. granulata, and one question is
whether the two names refer to two species or
one. It seems that no-one since Thorell and
Koch in the 1880s has claimed to know both of
them; and the differences between them seem to
be so slight that recent listings may conflate the
two. Mascord (1980) showed a Silver Orbweaver under the name L. dromedaria and
described it in terms which closely match my
observations. Atkinson
(http://www.findaspider.org.au/), Niewenhuys
(http://ednieuw.home.xs4all.nl/australian/Spida
us.html) and Whyte
(http://www.arachne.org.au/) all show it on their websites, all calling it L. granulata while
mentioning L. dromedaria as a previous name
or a similar species.
(2) Green Orb-weaver
This was my working name for the second
species I saw, because its most distinctive
feature is the broad double band of metallic
green on the underside of its abdomen (which is
what one sees first, of course, as they hang
beneath the web). This species seems to tolerate
drier vegetation than its silver cousin, and is
certainly better camouflaged there, but the two
do occur together in both the dark damp
rainforest area of Townsville’s Palmetum and
the long dry grass on top of nearby Mt Stuart as
well as in my suburban garden.
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The female Green Orb-weaver is slimmer but
longer in the body than the Silver, typically 812 mm. The female’s abdomen shape is
distinctive, extending beyond the spinnerets in
an upturned duck-tail. However, the male’s
abdomen has a shorter, more pointed extension
which does not bend upwards. As in the Silver
Orb-weaver, the males are approximately half
the size of the females but the legs are longer in
proportion and leg-spans are very similar.
Figure 8. Female Green Orb-weaver from Hervey’s
Range, Queensland. Note the upturned ‘ducktail’
extension of the abdomen, and the tan colouration
of the cephalothorax.

Figure 9. Male Green Orb-weaver (5 mm)
from Townsville Palmetum, Queensland.
Figure 6. Female Green Orb-weaver (8 mm) from
Mundingburra, Queensland.

Figure 10. Larger male Green Orb-weaver (7 mm)
from Townsville Palmetum, Queensland.
Figure 7. Female Green Orb-weaver from
Mundingburra, Queensland.
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My Green Orb-weaver is, I believe, L. decorata
(Blackwall, 1864), long known from the tropics
north of Australia but with a reasonably robust
Australian existence in the literature and online
resources. Mascord (1980), for instance, illustrated and described L. decorata, matching my
Green Orb-weaver as accurately as his L.
dromedaria matches my Silver; and Robert
Whyte wrote recently on Arachne.org
(http://www.arachne.org.au/), following email
discussions with me and others, that:
“…it seems certain that Leucauge decorata, a
spider mainly from the northern hemisphere
tropics, is also found in northern Queensland.
Malcolm has documented many examples, as
has Graeme Cocks, who had his specimens
confirmed with DNA. Other NQ specimens have
been photographed by Ed Niewenhuys in Giru
and Jim Hackett in Cairns. The Atlas of Living
Australia records Leucauge decorata as present
in Queensland, one specimen being collected by
Dr Robert Raven, another by Ramon Mascord.
It is not known whether L. decorata has recently
become naturalised in Queensland from Mackay to Cape York, or whether it has been there
all along, the latter being more likely, with museum specimens dating back to 1971.”
Colouration varies sufficiently between individual adults to be worth noting. The sternum is
usually green, as are the femora and the dorsal
surface of the cephalothorax, but all can be
orange-brown; and I have seen a female lacking
the green bands on the abdomen. Juvenile
colouration is generally jade-green. That, and
their slimmer outline, is enough to distinguish
them from the rounder and browner Silver Orbweaver juveniles.
(3) Fiery Orb-weaver
I had already identified the Silver Orb-weaver
and Green Orb-weaver to my own satisfaction
when I came across a gorgeous flame-orange
orb-weaver which, by its morphology and
habits, had to be closely related. I have
photographed only two individuals and only
know a single photograph of another. All are in
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the Cairns region, which I rarely visit; but my
two were in the immediate vicinity of two
houses I visited in one weekend, so I doubt that
these spiders are uncommon. This species is
much the same size as the Silver Orb-weaver.
Once again, the male is smaller in the body than
the female but its legs are longer in proportion,
making the leg-span almost exactly the same.

Figure 11. Female Fiery Orb-weaver from
Redlynch, Queensland. Note that the
trichobothria on leg IV are present but slightly
out of focus in this shot.

Figure 12. Female Fiery Orb-weaver from
Redlynch, Queensland.
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1929, while L. striatipes is Australian but is
even more poorly documented, the last of its
(only) two references being from 1942.

Figure 13. Male Fiery Orb-weaver from
Gordonvale, Queensland.

Figure 14. Male Fiery Orb-weaver from
Gordonvale, Queensland.

The strategy which led to my identification of
my Green Orb-weaver (online searches for
images of Leucauge in Australasia and Southeast Asia which matched my specimens) failed
utterly with my Fiery Orb-weaver, and I have
exhausted all my online resources without
finding any spider identified as Leucauge bearing even a vague resemblance to it. It is certainly not L. striatipes, as it bears no resemblance to Bradley’s (1876) description; nor can
it be L. insularis (even if that species existed on
the mainland) as it does not fit the description in
Koch (1871). It may be an oddly-distinct colour
form of L. granulata; it may be one of the Leucauge species known from the paleotropical
region but not in Australia; or it may be an
undescribed species.
As always, there is more work to be done. I
thank those who have helped me get this far,
particularly Robert Whyte, Jim Hackett and
Graeme Cocks, and look forward to any
opportunity to share my knowledge and materials in the same open-handed spirit.
References
Bradley, H.H.B. (1876). The Araneides of the Chevert
Expedition. Proceedings of the Linnean Society of
New South Wales 1, 137-150.
Framenau, V.W. (2012). Checklist of Australian Spiders, Version 1.13 (May 2012).

Figure 15. Male Fiery Orb-weaver from
Gordonvale, Queensland.

Resolving identities
The other two Leucauge species listed by
Framenau (2012) have apparently not been
mentioned in the literature in living memory.
According to the World Spider Catalog
(http://www.wsc.nmbe.ch/), L. insularis is
known from Lord Howe Island and Samoa but
the last of the (only) three references dates from

Koch, L. (1871). Die Arachniden Australians, nach
der Natur beschrieben und abgebildet. Bauer &
Raspe, Nürnberg, pp. 1-104.
Mascord, R. (1980). Spiders of Australia, A Field
Guide. Reed, Sydney.

___________________________
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Obituary:
Graham Wishart (1937-2015)
by Robert Raven
Queensland Museum, P.O. Box 3300, South
Brisbane, Queensland 4101, Australia

Graham Wishart (23 July 1937 – 27 April
2015). Many of you would have met Graham
the first time I did, at the International Congress
of Arachnology in Brisbane in 1992. Here,
Graham presented his first ever paper on the
remarkable mygalomorph spiders on his rainforest patch just south of Sydney. As a retired
pharmacist, he was still the local ‘go to’ man
for the spiders people found around their
properties. He gave many presentations to
schools and local community groups. On one
such trip, he was somewhat concerned as he
saw a large funnel-web escaping from its jar on
the passenger floor of his car. He quickly pulled
over but by then it had clawed its way into the
instrument panel. He consulted a used car
salesman who suggested he leave the car in the
hot sun for a day!

Graham in the field with his beloved trapdoor spiders.

Graham became interested in the numbers of
male mygalomorph spiders (Idiopidae and
Hexathelidae) drowning in his swimming pool,
and their seasonality (Wishart, 1993). Graham
had contacted Mike Gray (Australian Museum,
Sydney) who encouraged and tutored Graham
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in publication and taxonomy. As a result, Graham went on to describe 43 new Misgolas
species from eastern Australia; despite this
many more remain unnamed, especially in
Queensland where sorting is ongoing. Amongst
the species that he treated, Graham – along with
David Rowell (Australian National University,
Canberra) – was I think the first Australian
arachnologist to go back to a 19th century dismembered and dried holotype of the type
species (M. rapax), get permission to take some
muscle, have David sequence its DNA and then
compare it to the DNA of species in the Sydney
region. Only by that method were they able to
establish the true identity of the type species, a
fragmented female.
Graham had four species named after him.
Before automontage imaging became the norm,
he applied his photographic skills to making
high quality digital images of palps and legs
using extension tubes and double flashes. He
was always a jovial gentleman but persistent
and if he disagreed with you, he would tell you,
despite being the ‘novice’. In a paper we
published on Arbanitis (Raven and Wishart,
2006), Graham steadfastly maintained to me
that my species boundaries in the group were
too broad; he was probably right in that case.
Graham was initially puzzled as to how correct
decorum could be maintained if you are not in a
suit and tie at work. (I saw no gleam in his eye.)
With his dear wife, Gwen, Graham would open
his huge house to visitors from afar and many
American and Australian arachnologists were
no doubt overwhelmed by his wonderful
hospitality.
In 2012, Graham’s illness forced him to put
aside the pen, spiders, microscope and camera.
Graham left a great legacy of warmth and
kindness wherever he went but he was also a
great scientist, colleague and friend. He will be
greatly missed, much like the late Peter ‘Otto’
Horak.
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Graham’s Publications
Raven, R.J. & Wishart, G. (2006). The trapdoor
spider Arbanitis L. Koch (Idiopidae: Mygalomorphae)
in Australia. Memoirs of the Queensland Museum 51,
531-557.
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wanted me to dissect the issue right down and
allow him to explain it in about 2 minutes
(max!) on radio. The situation is far more
complex than is often recognised.

Wishart, G. (1992). New species of the trapdoor
spider genus Misgolas Karsch (Mygalomorphae:
Idiopidae) with a review of the tube-building species.
Records of the Australian Museum 44, 263-278.
Wishart, G. (1993). The biology of spiders and
phenology of wandering males in a forest remnant
(Araneae: Mygalomorphae). Memoirs of the Queensland Museum 33, 675-680.
Wishart, G. (2006). Trapdoor spiders of the genus
Misgolas (Mygalomorphae: Idiopidae) in the Sydney
region, Australia, with notes on synonymies attributed
to M. rapax. Records of the Australian Museum 58, 118.
Wishart, G. (2011). Trapdoor spiders of the genus
Misgolas (Mygalomorphae: Idiopidae) in the
Illawarra and south coast regions of New South
Wales, Australia. Records of the Australian Museum
63, 33-51.
Wishart, G. & Rowell, D.M. (1997). Phenotypic
variation in sexual and somatic morphology in the
trapdoor spider Misgolas hubbardi Wishart in relation
to its genotypic variation (Mygalomorphae: Idiopidae). Australian Journal of Entomology 36, 213-219.
Wishart, G. & Rowell, D.M. (2008). Trapdoor spiders
of the genus Misgolas (Mygalomorphae: Idiopidae)
from eastern New South Wales, with notes on genetic
variation. Records of the Australian Museum 60, 4586.

___________________________
Names for Australia’s Theraphosidae:
the origins of the term ‘tarantula’
by Robert Raven
Queensland Museum, P.O. Box 3300, South
Brisbane, Queensland 4101, Australia

Local Queensland naturalist & radio
personality, Rick Natrass (1950-2009), challenged me on my usage of the term tarantula; he

An Australian tarantula, Selenocosmia sp.
(Theraphosidae) from the MacDonnell
Ranges, Northern Territory.
Image by Mike Rix.

Common names in science
First, we must recognise that scientists do not
place a lot of store in common names. Invertebrate taxonomists rarely use them except in
exceptional circumstances, e.g. international
pest species. Common names have also taken
off in butterflies and now dragonflies. Hence,
the plethora of common names that have
emerged in the tarantula pet trade are anomalous in that they have not been developed at all
consistently, they have been developed almost
exclusively by amateurs and they have little or
no recognition in the scientific literature.
Digging up the history of the term tarantula, I
must apologise that I am dealing with english
literature and the path of the literature of other
languages. For example, German is quite different but illuminatory, as will be seen below.
The problem begins in Europe where the term
tarantula comes from the Italian for a large
spider. In science, the word tarantula was first
seconded into action in a scientific name when
it was attached to the Italian wolf spider Lycosa
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tarantula, first described by Linnaeus (1758) in
the genus Aranea. Later that species was placed
in the genus Tarentula. Confusion, of course,
soon followed as a spider (thought to be the
wolf spider) associated with the Italian town of
Taranto, was wrongly blamed for the much
famed ‘Dance of the Tarantella’. However,
British arachnologists Bristowe and lately Paul
Hillyard followed the historical research on the
bite through from its source and it then became
clear that the wolf spider was not the culprit but
it was realised that only the European Black
Widow, Latrodectus tridecimguttatus, could
have generated the tetanic spasms spuriously
attributed to the bite of the wolf spider.
Browne (1756) appears to be the first to use the
term tarantula to include an assemblage of
Amblypygi and three Theraphosidae (Bonnet,
1959: 4249). However, a further complication is
that the genus name Tarantula was coined
formally by Fabricius (1793) as a name applied
not to a spider but to the sister group of spiders,
the Amblypygi (commonly known as Whip
Spiders), which look like giant flattened
huntsmen with very long first legs. (An amblypygid was, incidentally, misrepresented as a
spider in Harry Potter & the Goblet of Fire as
Mad Moody demonstrates the three unforgiveable curses.) This genus occurs in New
Guinea and we actually have one in the
Queensland Museum collection but it now goes
by the name Phrynus. The genus name was
also used for a European Wolf spider (twice!) in
the incarnations of Tarentula by Sundevall
(1832) and then Tarantula by C.L. Koch
(1837), but as the name was already in use they
too had to be replaced (but remain in the historical literature). So, although the scientific use
of the term tarantula only indirectly reveals the
history of its use as a common name, it is part
of the story nonetheless.
The word tarantula now appears in Spanish and
Portuguese dictionaries as meaning, respecttively, tarantula and simply ‘large spider’. The
earliest appearance of the common name in
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association with a South American theraphosid
spider appears to date from Merian (1705), a
Dutch(?) naturalist working in Suriname who
coined the term.
If that were not enough, according to my
earliest research into the readings of the
accounts of early English collectors in South
America, the phonetic spelling of the native
South American term for Theraphosidae in the
Amazon was Tarant. So it seems it was a case
of the collision of languages, and now the South
American usage has overtaken the European
usage.
Languages are particularly dangerous to rely
upon historically as may be seen in the origin of
the term ‘gringo’, an apparently Spanish term
for foreigners. Well, it is gives us a salutary
lesson. When the United States army was
marching into Mexico in 1916, the song they
sung went “green grow the rushes oh...” and the
Mexican soldiers heard it as “gringos...” and so
the term stuck. (Thanks to Geoff Monteith for
finding that gem.)
On the other side, the term ‘bird-eating spider’
may be a corruption of the original word. The
original genus name for South American
tarantulas amongst others was Mygale (which
was first used as a genus name for a mouse).
The same genus name cannot be used in
different groups and hence a replacement name
for the spider was made. The replacement name
was Avicularia (from of the Latin diminutive
for avi, bird) and the reason it was given was
that when you find these large theraphosids in
their burrows, they look like bird chicks with
the fur they grow before feathers. So, the
German term for tarantulas, Vogelspinnen (viz.,
bird spiders), preserves that bird-like connection. Of course, they do eat birds so the term
was not incorrect but it was not the original
connection that was intended. Meanwhile,
trying not to lose the thread of history, Pocock
(1892) named the infraorder including tarant-
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ulas and others, Mygalomorphae, keeping the
thread back to Mygale.

the usage of the term tarantula but abstained
from using it herself.

Apart from the early mention in the English
literature of the native South American term for
tarantulas, scientists assiduously avoided any
common name for theraphosids. The earliest
mention I can find of one is in a book published
by authoritative American scientist Henry Comstock, in his The Spider Book (1912). Comstock
(1912) used the term tarantulas to denote all of
the Mygalomorphae and that usage was continued even to 1940 when another American
scientist, Willis Gertsch, edited Comstock’s
book for reprinting. The term seems never to
have been applied in American scientific
literature as a common name for wolf spiders.
Curiously, in Gertsch’s own 1949 book,
American Spiders, he restricted the term tarantulas to the Theraphosidae, as it is now used
except for one aberrant exception, when it was
used by Whitmyre & Snetsinger (1967) for the
Purse-web mygalomorph family Atypidae.

When my research (Raven, 1985) spanning all
mygalomorph families was published, I was
asked whether we had tarantulas in Australia
and answered we have the same genus in
Australia as in Asia and it is there called a
tarantula so, “Yes”. Since then, I have tried to
educate Australian people to follow Gertsch’s
usage that applies the term to the entire family
Theraphosidae.

So the term tarantula took strongly in the
popular literature and, in the USA, wolf spiders
were never commonly termed tarantulas. And
since Berg’s (1958) book on American tarantulas (Theraphosidae) reinforced Gertsch’s
usage, the term continues to be used in that
context.
In the Australian context, the situation is also
perplexing and perhaps best underlines my
comment about the scientific disinterest in
common names of spiders. Australia roughly
shares three theraphosid genera with Asia –
Selenocosmia, Coremiocnemis and possibly
Phlogiellus – which in Asia are generally called
tarantulas. And yet, the terms in Australia for
those species were in roughly descending order
of usage: Whistling spiders, Barking spiders,
Bird-eating spiders and Chicken spiders.
Indeed, there was no group term for the
Australian Theraphosidae, although Main
(1976) in her book on Australian spiders noted

Reversing the flow of the usage of the term
tarantula to exclude the Theraphosidae now is
impossible. It is deeply entrenched in popular
literature and at least three societies (British,
American and Australasian) bear its name.
However, the problem is sometimes as tortuous
as the history of English royalty!
I look forward to getting a furious forum in the
newletter about this!
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Wolf spider, Hoggicosa bicolor (Hogg, 1905)
(Lycosidae) from the Pilbara, Western Australia.
Image by Mark Harvey.

